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Introduction

A number of challenges exist in analyzing unstructured free
text data in electronic medical records (EMRs). EMR text are
difficult to represent and model due to their high dimensional-
ity, heterogeneity, sparsity, incompleteness, random errors and
the presence of noise.

Objectives and Approach

Standard Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools make er-
rors when applied to clinical notes due to physician use of
unconventional language, involving polysemy, abbreviations,
ambiguity, misspelling, variations, and negation.

This paper presents a novel NLP framework, “Clinical
Learning On Natural Expression” (CLONE), to automatically
learn from a large primary care EMR database, analyzing free
text clinical notes from primary care practices. CLONE’s pre-
dictive clinical models using text mining and neural network
approach to extract features to identify patterns. To demon-
strate effectiveness, we evaluate CLONE’s ability in a case
study to identify patients with a specific chronic condition:
congestive heart failure (CHF).

Results

A random selected sample of 7500 patients from Electronic
Medical Record Administrative data Linked Database (EM-
RALD) is used. In this dataset, each patient’s medical chart
includes a reference standard, manually reviewed by medical
practitioners. Prevalence of CHF is approximately 2%. The
low prevalence leads to another challenging problem in ma-
chine learning: imbalanced datasets. After pre-processing, we
build deep learning models to represent and extract important
medical information from free text to identify CHF patients
through analyzing patient charts. We evaluated the effective-
ness of CLONE by comparing the predicted labels with the
standard references on a holdout test dataset. Comparing it
with a number of alternative algorithms, we improve the over-
all accuracy to over 90% on a test dataset.

Conclusion/Implications
As the role of NLP in EMR data expands, the CLONE natural
language processing framework can lead to substantial reduc-
tion in manual processing, while improving predictive accuracy.
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